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ABSTRACT
The fiber properties of five Egyptian cotton varieties with

four lint grades were tested using the HVI Spectrum II system and
. spun at 60'S with 3.6 twist multiplier to study the relationship
between fiber traits and ring yam quality parameters for the two
seasons 2002 and 2003.

Multiple regression analysis and r.elative contribution
percentage ofthe studied fiber properties to yam quality parameters
was computed. Regression equations for predicting five yarn
quality parameters were obtained.

The attained results reveal· that all studied HVI fiber
properties and yarn characters were significantly affected by cotton
variety, except length uniformity index in both seasons. The.
highest mean values of fiber length, bundle strength, lea product
and single yarn strength were recorded by Giza 88 cotton variety..

The highest mean values of the studied fiber properties were
attained by the highest cotton grade and gradually decreased as the
lint cotton grade decreased in both seasons. The lea product and

. single yarn strength were gradually decreased whereas, the yarn
evenness CV% and imperfections were proportionally increased as
the lint cotton grade decreased. The cotton variety and grade
interaction was significant for most of studied fiber and yarn
properties in both seasons.

Five fiber quality indices were formulated based on the
relative contribution of each fiber character to the corresponding
yarn quality. The fiber quality index based on yarn work of rupture
levenness C.V. % was selected, for the Egyptian cotton, as the best
one including the important yam trai:~. Fiber length was the first in
order contributing this yarn quality parameter, followed by fiber·
strength, micronaire value and maturity index.




































